
Rose Apple Care Instructions

The Rose Apple tree is a self-fertile plant. This means that you do not require a pollinator in
order for this tree to bear fruit, but these trees tend to do better in the presence of pollinators.
Planting your tree near a pollinator will ensure a more bountiful harvest

Sunlight
As with many fruit trees, the Rose Apple tree is a full sunlight tree. This means that you’re
going to want to plant this tree in an area that gets 6 to 8 hours of sunlight every day. Avoid
planting this tree near taller plants that can overshadow it as well as large buildings.

Watering
Watering Rose Apple trees can be a little bit tricky. These trees tend to do better in areas that
have a little bit more moisture than in drier climates. While these trees can handle slightly
arid soil, perpetual droughts can quickly lead to serious problems with these trees.

Mildew, leaf spot, and root rot are a few of the common diseases that the Rose Apple tree can
face. Keep your eye out for these problems, and you’ll be able to keep this tree healthy for
years to come. 

Pests 
These trees are very resistant to most insect pests. One of the biggest culprits of damage to
this tree are aphids. The aphids themselves don’t do nearly as much damage as the mildew
that they can indirectly cause.

DISCLAIMER
All data and information provided on our website and this document is for informational
purposes only. It makes no representations as to accuracy, completeness, currentness,
suitability, or validity of any information shared online or offline and will not be liable for
any errors, omissions, or delays in this information or any losses, injuries, or damages arising
from its display or use. All information is provided on an as-is basis.


